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1 What is the siqniflcance of the periodic tahL dl ehments’

Choose the best answn

A It lists all the different metals known to hunnms

B It predicts and lists all the chemical elements: in the universe

C It explains where different atoms can be found

0 it proves that atoms are the buildng blocks of matter

2 What do electrons In the same shell have in commonit

A They have the same aniount of energy

B They are all positively charged

c They are all made up of atoms

O They all have neutral charges

3 Which of the following is an exam: Ic of a subatomic
particle?

A Carbon

B Oxygen

C Electron

o Hydrogen

4 What might happen if the strong force didint exist?

Eiectron:s would have positive charges

Atomic nuclei would fly apart

it would be more difficult tn split atoms

Neutrons woulo not exist

What two types of particles exist wethw an atomic nucleus’
r

A Protons and neutrons

B: tle:utrons and electrons

C Protons and neutrinos

Positrons and neutrons

Date:

Name:
Class:

6 Oxygen has an atomic number of B. What can you conclude
from this fact?

A. An atom of oxygen veighs 8 grams

B An atom of oxygen has 4 p-rotons and 4 electrons

C An atom of .oxygen has 8 positrons

B An atom of oxygen has 8 proton.

7 The word ato& comes from a Greek word for indivisibleY
to what amy are dams indivi.sibe?

A They cannot be separated once theyve bonded with other atoms

B They ca. root be broken apart without losing their chemical
properties

C Tley cannot form bonds with other atoms

o They cannot gain or lose electrons

g How are molecules different from atoms?

A they consist of several atoms bonded together

B They do not contain neutrons

C They do not have nuclei

o Their particles do not have electrical charges

9 What can you conclude from the fact that electrons orbit far
away from atomic nuclei?

A Electrons are extremely small

B Atoms are comprised mostly of empty space

C Protons have a positive charge

o Morn s consist of subatomic particles

10 Tet In the following diaqram phat does the neater 12
represent’

A An atomic number

A

8

C

0

5

B A number of electrons

C An atuO5c.

fl: A chemical symbol
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Brain ATOMIC MODELPops
1 How do scientists know hew atoms are structured?

A By tooktng at them under a microscope

$ By running experiments that expose their properties

C By examining only the largest atoms

D By splitting them apart

2 What can you conclude from the fact that scientists
continue to update the atomic model?

A New information about atoms cootnoos to he- discovered

fl Old information atom, atoms is completely useless

Scientists did not have any information atout atoms until a few
years ago

[) Scientists still have no idea what atoms look, like

3 What contnhbon thd Joim Damn make to at&mc theory’

A He discovered that every atom was positively charged

B He discovered that every element consisted of one type of atom

C H:.e discovered that eloise had eudei

t) He discovered that atoms could be divided into smaller parts

4 Place the following jentists in ordery from earliest to
latest A) Ernest Rotherford B) J+J Thonthue, C),Anh\

A BCA
/

B C A B tN it
-

B. A

5 The majority of an atom’s mass exists where?

A In the nucleus

B I-n the electron cloud

C In the space between the nucleus and the.: electrons

D in the neutrons

Date:

6 What are electrons?

A Positively charged particles

B Neutrally charged particles

C Negatively charged particles

D Uncharged particles

7 Ernest Rotherford discovered that atoms were mostly:

A Negatively charged

B Positively charged

C Electrons

D Empty space

What does the nucleus of an atom conta&

A Electrons and neutrons

B• Protons and neutrons

C Neutrinos and positrons

D DNA and RNA

9 How are neutrons different from protons and electrons?

A Ttuy are mere massive than protons and electrons

B The’ have n-n electrical ctiarge

C: They are less massive than protons and electrons

Protons an:d electrons cx i-s-t in atomic nuclei; neutrons orbit the
nucleus in a “cloud”

j How ore electrons arranged in an atom?

A in groups cd five

B in energy level’s

C BY cnlcr

0 By shape
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